Using LinkSolver as an Outside Tool in PubMed.

LinkSolver links can be displayed in PubMed for all citations. This allows your users access all LinkSolver functionality (including linking to your institution’s full-text subscriptions, document delivery service and more) with one click directly from any PubMed citation.

You have two options for activating Ovid LinkSolver as an Outside Tool in PubMed:

1. **Show the LinkSolver icon for all citations within one PubMed session.**
   - Click on display setting and set the format to abstract:

2. **Show the LinkSolver icon for all citations whenever you log into your MyNCBI account.**
   - Login to your MyNCBI account, and select Ovid LinkSover as the Outside Tool in your PubMed preferences, and change the Result Display Settings to Abstract:
After completing one of these steps the LinkSolver icon will show for all PubMed citations:

Simply click on the Ovid LinkSolver icon to access your full-text content.

- See more Ovid LinkSolver information at [http://linksolver.ovid.com](http://linksolver.ovid.com)